
Joboffer dated from 04/09/2019

Senior Game Developer (PHP/Java/JavaScript/C#)

(m/f/d) - 928959

Field: Programmer: Game

Developer

Type of employment: Full-time

Entry date: immediately

Zip Code / Place: 20354 Hamburg

Country: Germany

Company data

Company: Bigpoint GmbH

Street adress: Sachsenstraße 20

Zip Code / Place: 20097 Hamburg

Contact Person

Name: Avantika Thakur

Position: Junior Recruiter

Street adress: Sachsenstraße 20

Zip Code / Place: 20097 Hamburg

E-mail: a.thakur@bigpoint.net

Job description

Gamers play games across many platforms. Mobile offers unique ways to play that a gamer

can carry with them. Help our games be more social and connected across Messenger

platforms. 

Let’s enable people to play together with their friends.

 

RESPONSIBILITIES

Work on Messenger platform games

Bring gameplay features into our games
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Help ensure efficient game performance

Be on board during the preproduction and take part in actively shaping these products

Support your team by helping to scope and break down tasks, define workflows and

design systems

Provide guidance and mentorship to junior team members

You prioritize, multi-task and perform in a deadline-oriented environment

 

REQUIREMENTS

University degree in the fields of Computer Science, Computer Engineering or

comparable qualification

5+ years of professional experience in developing video games

Extensive practical knowledge of at least 2 programming languages in a professional

environment such as PHP, Java, Javascript or C#

Profound programming skills with best-practice knowledge

Successfully worked on Mobile games and/or HTML5/Javascript games is a plus

Experience with game engine middleware on multiple platforms such as Cocos Creator

and/or Unity is a plus

Experience in graphics programming is a plus

Good problem analysis skills and ability to find simple, robust and efficient solutions for

complex problems

Management/lead experience is a plus

You are a team player who enjoys working with other departments on shared goals

Passion for games

Fluent in written and spoken English
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